Infor Value Engineering

Defining your blueprint for change
Maximize your benefits

Build a world-class strategy

Our software is designed to help you meet long- and short-term goals. To get the greatest benefit from your Infor® products and realize the greatest return on investment, your organization’s most critical business drivers should be aligned with a sound technology strategy. Infor Value Engineering works with you to identify the capabilities that can bring the greatest value, and define your blueprint for change.

The Infor Value Engineering team’s global presence is well served by the world-class experience of its team of management consultants and solution architects. The management consultants focus on helping you determine and prioritize your key business drivers, while the solution architects help determine the appropriate technology strategy to maximize your benefits.
Secure your success

Find out what works

The first step in value engineering is in-depth discovery. In addition to analyzing executive strategies and uncovering the pains that constrain your business processes, we benchmark current implementations versus best-in-class deployments. Experienced insights derived from this evaluation help pinpoint opportunities that may take advantage of your existing investments, significantly impact competitive standing in the marketplace, or drive accretive business value.

Plan for progress

After quantifying value opportunities and defining your blueprint, solution architects help put your plan into action, providing guidance and tactical review in order to ensure that you move toward achieving your defined objectives. This process includes a high-level readiness and risk assessment, as well as help in developing a beneficial governance structure. Looking forward, the Infor Value Engineering team can participate in governance meetings to help you further enhance performance metrics and validate best practices.

Whether you want to upgrade, implement a new solution, or investigate ways to achieve more with the Infor solutions you already have in place, the Infor Value Engineering team is here to help you map out the best path forward.

“Infor Value Engineering is set up and ready to help you identify, quantify, and realize tangible business benefits.”

Riaz Raihan, Chief Solutions Officer & Global VP, Infor Value Engineering
About Infor

Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000 customers in more than 200 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands.

Learn more about Infor at www.infor.com >

Learn more about Value Engineering at www.infor.com/value-engineering >